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KEY SECTOR TAKEAWAYS

Capstone Partners’ Consumer Investment Banking Group is pleased to share its E-Commerce report, focusing
on the rapidly growing FBA (Fulfillment by Amazon) market. FBA brands have experienced substantial growth
over the past 12 months amid an expanding pool of buyers eyeing acquisition opportunities in the segment.
Aggregators continue to lead acquisition activity, although a growing number of institutional investors and
strategic players have pursued targets in the sector. Several key report takeaways are outlined below.

1. Third-party Amazon sellers have captured elevated sales growth through 2021, creating a healthy
backdrop of demand for FBA brands.

2. The rise of well funded aggregators has fueled a buying frenzy for high quality FBA brands that have
demonstrated category leadership.

3. Capital has continued to flow to FBA aggregators, amounting to nearly $15 billion through March 2022,
with the top players reaching significant size and aggressively bolstering their portfolio holdings.

4. Surging merger and acquisition (M&A) activity for FBA and other marketplace brands has drawn
interest from more traditional investors, expanding the relevant buyer universe and fostering elevated
competition in deal processes.

Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.

Within this segment, Capstone typically represents companies with a minimum enterprise value of $15 million
(or $3 million in EBITDA) up to $200 million. To learn more about Capstone’s wide range of advisory services
and E-Commerce sector expertise, please contact Capstone Managing Director Lisa Tolliver.

E-Commerce
FBA Brands See Robust M&A Activity As Buyers 

Increasingly Pursue The Amazon Channel
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AGGREGATORS FUEL A SURGING FULFILLMENT BY AMAZON MARKET

The rapid expansion of Amazon Marketplace,
proliferation of third-party sellers, and the rise of
well funded aggregators have fueled a surging
market for consumer-focused FBA brands. While
Amazon Marketplace is one of several online
retailers, it possesses approximately 25% of the
total U.S. e-commerce market share—establishing
itself as the dominant platform for online brands,
according to eMarketer.1 The rise in popularity of
third-party sellers has been evidenced by an
explosion of sales growth in Amazon Marketplace
as FBA brands scale and mature. Notably, Amazon
sellers achieved $390 billion in sales in 2021, which
marked a $90 billion annual increase and
represented 65% of Amazon’s total gross
merchandise volume, according to Marketplace
Pulse.2 The vast e-commerce penetration and
distribution breadth of this marketplace has
encouraged online private label and wholesale
sellers to adopt the FBA model. The success of
many FBA brands in establishing sales growth,
healthy margins, and brand strength has fueled a
wave of buyers and institutional investors seeking
to capitalize on the rapidly growing market.

In recent years, sales concentration in the Amazon
channel has been viewed much more favorably,
and even preferred, among a wide selection of
market participants. Notably, 60,000 sellers
eclipsed $1 million in sales on Amazon Marketplace
in 2021, with approximately 3,000 surpassing $10
million in sales, according to Marketplace Pulse.3
While many of these brands have yet to reach
significant scale, the presence of so many sellers
generating sales at healthy margins has led to a
flood of consolidation. FBA players with brand
ownership, ASIN (Amazon Standard Identification
Number) or SKU concentration, and high Amazon
channel exposure have drawn heightened interest
from the aggregator universe. Aggregators, which
operate as firms that acquire successful Amazon
third-party sellers, often facilitate acquisitions at a
rapid pace and in short succession. Category
leadership has emerged as a key attribute among
FBA companies, with buyers seeking flagship
products over an array of offerings. The
marketplace has shown to be ripe with these
brands, as the vast majority of Amazon sellers have
50 or fewer products, with 19% of sellers only
providing one product, according to Jungle Scout.4

The rise of aggregators and the flood of capital to
these players has driven a frenzy of activity in the
FBA
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FBA segment. These market participants have
attracted a mountain of equity and debt funding,
culminating in $15 billion of capital raised through
March 2022, according to Marketplace Pulse.5
Thrasio, Berlin Brands Group, and Perch are among
the leading aggregators in terms of capital raised,
with $3.4 billion, $1.3 billion, and $908 million in
capital, respectively. In addition, the backing of
high profile, institutional investors has validated
the sector as an attractive place for investment.
Notably, Thrasio’s debt investors include Goldman
Sachs Asset Management, BlackRock (NYSE:BLK),
and UBS (SWX:UBSG).

The FBA and Online Sellers’ market is dynamic and
rapidly changing and presents significant liquidity
opportunities for individual owners of these
brands. While Amazon holds a leading position in
online retailing, platforms including Shopify
(NYSE:SHOP) have grown in popularity as an e-
commerce platform and as a channel pursued by
aggregators and other buyers. Sector players have
also encountered substantial challenges over the
last twelve months that have manifested in supply
chain disruptions, heightened container costs, and
downward pressure on margins. As many of these
brand owners emerge from production headwinds,
the healthy valuation environment and active pool
of buyers may encourage increased M&A activity
in the near term. In addition, a growing acceptance
among the traditional investment community, and
expansion of the buyer universe outside of
aggregators are expected to drive further activity
in the FBA space through 2022.

Lisa Tolliver
Managing Director

“Buyer interest remains strong within E-Commerce,
specifically the FBA sector, for attractive growing
brands. It is true that Aggregators are being more
precise right now regarding their go-forward M&A
strategy, but we expect competition to remain
vibrant and continue to drive valuation results.
Capstone is active with several FBA clients currently
and has represented and sold four FBA companies
over the past 12 months to both aggregators and
private equity. Our team is extremely knowledgeable
regarding key metrics that drive value and how to
best position a FBA brand to maximize valuation.”

E-Commerce  | May 2022



CAPITAL FLOWS TO AGGREGATORS, THIRD-PARTY SELLERS DRIVE SALES

Third-Party Sellers Comprise Majority of Amazon Gross Merchandise Volume

Third-party sellers have 
captured an increasing 

share of total Amazon gross 
merchandise volume (GMV), 

achieving $390 billion in 
sales in 2021. Notably, sales 

by third parties represented 
nearly 65% of Amazon’s 
total GMV, a substantial 

increase from 10 years ago 
when this stood at 38%.
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Top Aggregators by Total Capital Raised

Thrasio has led all 
aggregators in total capital 

raised with $3.4 billion, 
followed by Berlin Brands at 

$1.3 billion. With capital 
continuing to flow towards 
these market participants, 

acquisition activity is 
expected to remain healthy 

in the near term. 
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Source: Marketplace Pulse
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As the amount of capital 
raised grew in 2021, 

increased competition for 
FBA brands followed, 

leading to elevated 
valuations. Total capital 

raised through March 2022 
has reached $14.8 billion, a 
substantial year-over-year 

(YOY) increase.
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Amazon Aggregators Approach $15 Billion in Cumulative Capital Raised
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M&A REMAINS HEALTHY, BUYERS INCREASINGLY SELECTIVE

M&A activity in the broader E-Commerce sector
has remained at healthy levels through early 2022,
with 30 transactions announced or completed
year-to-date (YTD). Deal volume surged across
the middle market in 2021—owing to heightened
valuations, an active pool of strategic and financial
buyers, and the prospect of capital gains tax
increases. Within the FBA space, in particular,
transaction activity has proliferated over the past
twelve months with leading aggregators
demonstrating significant acquisition appetite.
Many aggregator transactions are undisclosed,
however, the recent activity of buyers such as
Foundry, which purchased Craft & Kin and
Benevolence in February 2022 (transaction terms
not disclosed), points to a healthy M&A market.

Aggregators have driven deal activity in the
consumer-focused FBA market, with 2021
experiencing a fervent acquisition pace and
competition, driving rising valuations for sellers.
Notably, there are 96 active Amazon aggregators in
the market, 32 of which have raised at least $100
million in funding. The upper tier of aggregators
have
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have raised an excess of $1 billion, demonstrating the ease of capital access for top aggregators. Many of these
large-scale consolidators have built an expansive portfolio of FBA and other marketplace companies, establishing
significant pricing power and creating barriers to entry for individual brands.

While 2021 saw an explosion of acquisition activity, the pace of consolidation has slowed as valuations have risen
and top aggregators have become more selective in their target pursuits. Heightened focus has been placed on
brand and product alignment along with increased due diligence of financial performance to ensure an optimal
return on investment. Brand appeal and channel expansion have been key focus points among buyers to scale
the reach of portfolio holdings. Notably, Capstone’s Financial Advisory Services group has been active in the
sector providing transaction advisory services and financial due diligence for FBA concentrated companies and
aggregators. Capstone’s Financial Advisory Services group’s core offerings also include sell-side readiness and
quality of earnings review (see page 15 for more details).

Aggregators hold a dominant position in the buyer universe, however, the pool of acquirers is expanding.
Traditional investment firms and strategic players are also eyeing the FBA sector as an attractive growth
opportunity. This market is incredibly dynamic, and aggregators themselves have demonstrated they are able to
quickly shift growth strategies. In recent months, aggregators have been increasingly pursuing other aggregators
in the market. Often this involves a larger, well funded player acquiring a smaller consolidator, typically one that
has raised less than $100 million in capital. Notably, Olsam Group, which raised $165 million of Series A funding in
September 2021, acquired U.S. based e-commerce aggregator Flywheel Commerce (December 2021,
undisclosed). In addition, leading aggregator Berlin Brands Group acquired FBA buyer Orange Brands in
September 2021 (undisclosed). While quality aggregators that meet buyer’s investment criteria will draw strong
interest, as discussed in Capstone’s conversation with Berlin Brands Group on page 10, sector players have also
seen aggregators in distress coming to market. Moving through Q1 2022, FBA brands are expected to continue to
see strong buyer interest, with aggregators and the broader buyer universe keying in on specific performance
indicators and operating metrics, outlined on the following page.

E-Commerce M&A Transaction Volume

Transactions include targets located in U.S. and Canada
Year-to-date (YTD) ended March 22

Source: Capital IQ, FactSet, PitchBook, and Capstone Research
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BUSINESS VALUATION DRIVERS 
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M&A valuations for privately owned FBA businesses in the middle market are often not disclosed, making
pricing transparency difficult. However, Capstone has deep knowledge of the sector and the key drivers of
premium valuations. To learn more about the value of your company, contact Managing Director Lisa Tolliver.

KEY VALUATION DRIVERS

• Brand Strength and Ownership
• Recognized and trusted brands resonate with consumers and drive sales growth. Buyers also prefer FBA

companies to possess ownership of their own brand vs. companies selling private label or pure resellers. In
addition, buyers often seek third-party sellers vs. first-party sellers or vendor central sellers as it allows for
greater control of the brand, pricing, and listings management.

• Customer Retention & Acquisition
• Customer loyalty plays a crucial role in the growth and scale of FBA brands, in addition to low costs to

acquire new customers. Strong review ratings, solid organic traffic, conversion rates, ACoS (advertising
cost of sales), and RoAS (return on advertising spend) metrics are important.

• Recurring Revenue & Consistent Growth
• Consumable and/or subscription-based business models drive repeat revenue, allowing for enhanced

visibility when forecasting future sales. Ability to demonstrate repeat customers or strong subscribe &
save metrics can be key to driving valuation.

• ASIN Concentration
• FBA brands that are top rated category leaders have often drawn strong interest in M&A processes,

contributing to healthy valuations. Brands that own one or two leading flagship products are often highly
sought after by aggregators due to the ease of adding them to their portfolio vs. ASIN heavy companies.

• Amazon Channel Exposure
• The most active buyers have typically preferred businesses with around 70% of sales through Amazon.

However, this dynamic is changing as aggregators and other buyers have sought multichannel sales. Most
aggregators still prefer the vast majority of sales to be generated on Amazon.

• Healthy Profit Margins
• FBA brands with a track record of profitability have garnered strong buyer and investor interest. Healthy

EBITDA growth and management of costs of goods sold are key for strong financial performance.

• Attractive Categories
• Buyers have shown a strong preference for home accessories, garden, pet supplies, and baby products

while typically avoiding electronics, apparel, footwear, and products with short expiry dates.

Select Leading Amazon Aggregators

Source: Capstone Research

E-Commerce  | May 2022



NOTABLE TRANSACTIONS

EMERGE (TSXV:ECOM), a leading acquirer and
operator of DTC e-commerce brands has
acquired BattlBox and Carnivore Club (collectively
the BattlBox Group) for an enterprise value of
$18.9 million, equivalent to 0.8x revenue and 5.7x
EBITDA (August 2021). BattlBox is a subscription-
based business that provides outdoor, camping,
and survival goods. Carnivore Club is a premium
artisanal meat subscription business based in
Canada. The acquisition is expected to be
immediately accretive to EMERGE, resulting in a
considerable increase in adjusted EBITDA,
according to a press release.9

BRANDED Group, a premier global operator of
digital-first consumer brands, has acquired Fresh
Heritage for an undisclosed sum (January 2022).
Fresh Heritage is a primarily DTC provider of men’s
personal care and grooming solutions. The
acquisition represents BRANDED’s fifth men’s care
brand, according to a press release.6 BRANDED
plans to leverage its marketing, supply chain, and
manufacturing infrastructure to scale Fresh
Heritage globally and expand it into
third-party marketplaces.

Boosted Commerce, an acquirer of third-party
businesses on Amazon and Shopify has acquired
WellPath for an undisclosed sum (November 2021).
WellPath provides nutritional supplements, offering
non-GMO, gluten-free, and third-party tested
products. WellPath achieved a 139% increase in
2020 YOY, according to a press release.8 The
acquisition significantly bolsters Boosted’s
portfolio in the Health & Wellness space. Boosted
plans to further scale the brand through product
development and offline marketing.

Olsam Group, which acquires and scales category
leading e-commerce brands, has acquired
Flywheel Commerce, a U.S. based e-commerce
aggregator for an undisclosed sum (December
2021). The acquisition bolsters Olsam’s global
footprint and enhances its presence in North
America. “Olsam’s operational expertise and
successful track record continues to attract
strong deal flow from the U.S. and we look forward
to working with many more U.S. based sellers and
aggregators seeking an exit,” commented Ollie
Horbye, Co-founder of Olsam in a press release.7

9

Sheldon Stone, Managing Director 
Financial Advisory Services

“With Amazon FBA sellers generating about $300 billion a year in revenue, the top 10-15
Aggregators will continue to get bigger via acquisitions and organic growth. We also predict
there will be further consolidation even among the Aggregators. Capstone’s Financial Advisory
practice has already assisted on one such transaction.”

E-Commerce  | May 2022



Q&A WITH BERLIN BRANDS GROUP

Capstone Partners spoke with Arnau Weis Servat, M&A Manager at Berlin Brands Group, to discuss
the FBA market, recent acquisitions, and the outlook for the sector. Since 2006, Berlin Brands
Group (BBG) has been creating, building, buying, and scaling consumer brands globally. It
distributes more than 4,800 products to consumers in 28 countries worldwide. In 2021, BBG
achieved the unicorn level, making it one of Europe’s largest digital companies. Its products are
sold across more than 100 channels including direct-to-consumer e-commerce, online
marketplaces, and wholesale.
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a very strong presence, but where we see huge
potential. In fact, we see that the amount spent
per capita on e-commerce in the U.K. is larger than
in Germany.

Finally, the United States is a market where we
share similar consumption methods so it's very
important for us to have a presence. What is also
very interesting from a European perspective
about the North American markets, especially
when it comes to e-commerce, is that America is
a big driver of innovation, not only in terms of
product but also in terms of social media. It's very
important for us to have exposure to this market
because it allows us to spot innovation at an early
stage, which allows us to be early adopters in
European markets. North America is key to our
international strategy.

Could you discuss the acquisition of PA
Brands? What made this brand attractive and
what are your plans for its growth? Initially, we
were very attracted to PA Brands, because of the
founder’s story. He [Philipp Alsmeyer] has an
industrial and engineering background. Also, the
financials were excellent which was very
important. They were showing good profit margins,
and even after normalizing the performance for
the COVID peak, the company was still
fundamentally growing. The two brands within PA
Brands, Springreen [garden furniture covers] and
Pamara [nail scissors], are in e-commerce
categories that are growing and considered
evergreen. There is high and growing demand and
he [Philipp] did an exceptional job because there
is strong competition in these categories, but he
focused on the fundamentals of bringing a good
product to the market. The elements of
differentiation, but also the very strong elements
of

How do you see the FBA and Aggregator market
evolving in the near future? In 2021, we've seen
probably 80 aggregators pop up all trying to seize
the opportunity. Amazon companies were showing
good results, good growth in sales, and several
founders were willing to sell their assets in an
industry that never really got any attention from
big investors or even big strategic players. The
multiples were attractive at an early stage which
drew a lot of attention from financial buyers. These
financial buyers saw the potential in building a
valuable business model by consolidating a group
of Amazon businesses and utilizing the untapped
value of scaling to grow a bigger portfolio of
consumer brands.

On the operator side, like BBG, there's a good
opportunity to buy some of these companies and
then roll them up. Looking at the future, the
bottlenecks in the supply chain are currently
putting companies in e-commerce under
pressure. Whether small or big, we're all facing the
same market dynamics. Margins are getting tighter
(increase in raw materials, container prices, etc.)
and running multiple brands at once requires a
well-oiled operational platform. This makes us
believe that some aggregators might want to sell
some brands to meet their financial covenants.

What international markets do you view as
attractive and what are your thoughts on the
North American market? Our core market is
Germany, and we sell in 27 European countries but
there's still growth potential within the European
Union. On the eastern side, we're seeing good
traction with our DTC channels. On the other hand,
in the western E.U. we still believe in Amazon’s
growth potential in addition to our DTC channels.
Secondly, the U.K. is a market where we didn't have
a

E-Commerce  | May 2022



Q&A WITH BERLIN BRANDS GROUP (CONTINUED)
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can use our customer service to run the portfolio.
Alternatively, if we have brand managers and
product managers that are knowledgeable in the
niche where this aggregator was most active, then
it makes it an interesting acquisition. Obviously,
the aggregated financials are the baseline of
our analysis.

Many businesses have been growing for the last
three years and the pandemic has driven
increased competition, creating more challenges.
Brands that lack strong Amazon operations often
encounter issues. The problem with an Amazon
brand is sometimes the products are fantastic, but
Amazon is also a game in terms of how you
manage your listings, rankings, and marketing
strategy. When an SKU falls down in rankings or
runs out of stock on Amazon, makes it incredibly
hard for the brand to recover.

of quality and having this German DNA with very
strong engineering really appealed to us. In
addition, the fact that the portfolio was very SKU
concentrated made it interesting for future
product expansion.

The BBG growth plan was articulated around the
following topics: Firstly, Amazon Pan-E.U. and
international roll out. This is made easy thanks to
our content team, translators, customer service,
purchasing and logistics teams. Secondly, product
variations and catalogue expansion; and finally,
channel expansion, which is mostly driven by other
E.U. marketplaces and our own websites.

Pamara was a new product catalog for us, but
when it comes to Springreen, it really
complements one of our brands called Blumfeldt
and the synergies were excellent. Also, because
the branding and the products are fundamentally
good, it makes a very strong case to roll them out
in our own DTC channels.

A very important fundamental we always look at is
branding and catalog coherence. We've seen
many Amazon companies with a hundred SKUs,
very sustainable growth, and very sustainable
margins. But when we take a deep dive into the
brand story, it’s just mostly driven by introducing
SKU after SKU. That's what we call the “Amazon
hacker,” as opposed to a brand manager who has
been building a brand story.

We have recently seen smaller aggregators
being purchased; do you expect this trend to
continue? Does Berlin Brands have plans for
more acquisitions similar to Orange Brands?
I see this trend continuing. Q1 was relatively strong
for small aggregators coming to the market. In fact,
we’re seeing some small and midsize aggregators,
names that are well known in the industry, failing
to deliver results to investors. It is not our business
model to acquire smaller aggregators. That's not
how we were initially built. However, we're always
very open-minded and investments can also be
based on attractive market opportunities.

We always have an eye on these aggregators when
they come to market if they meet the
fundamentals that I mentioned with PA Brands — a
portfolio of brands that have solid synergies and
bring value creation to Berlin Brands Group. We
can

“

”
Arnau Weis Servat
M&A Manager, Berlin Brands Group

For real good brands with 
potential to scale, multiples 
are still relatively high despite 
some aggregators pausing 
their acquisitions. 

E-Commerce  | May 2022

We’ve seen a large flow of capital to
aggregators, with rising acquisition multiples
often attributed to this aggregator competition.
How do you see this valuation environment
materializing? With some of these aggregators
slowing their acquisition pace, do you see that
stabilizing multiples? Yes, but because of the
capital pressure, this money needs to be invested.
Sometimes when you have this pressure,
especially when you're a pure aggregator and just
starting, you need to deliver—you need to prove
that the business model is working, but the
opportunities must be there in the market. Not all
the companies are exceptional. Some of the
companies



Q&A WITH BERLIN BRANDS GROUP (CONTINUED)
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companies are, medium, or even sometimes low-
quality assets with low-quality branding. What
we're seeing now, is that aggregators are getting
smart and they're building their own portfolio and
strategic barriers.

On our side, we see ourselves as more strategic.
The big aggregators on average have acquired 50
brands in a year, the smaller aggregators closer to
15 to 20. Now we know what works and what we
want so our total addressable market in the
Amazon and E-Commerce space is getting smaller
and more strategic. For the good companies that
we spot, other companies will spot them as well,
because we are all investing in home accessories,
garden products, pet supplies, and baby products.

For real good brands with potential to scale,
multiples are still relatively high despite some
aggregators pausing their acquisitions. The delay
of acquisitions doesn’t surprise me. In fact, it can
be a good thing for the entire industry, because
2022 and 2023 are going to be challenging times.
We have such strong operational infrastructure on
our side, and even we think that it's
unprecedented, in M&A history, for a buyer to
have acquired 42 brands — these numbers are
incredibly high. We also need to prove that the
business model works to our investors. We are a
very strong operator, that is acquiring multiple
brands, but we also need some buffer time to
scale them, and to find a good equilibrium. The
size of deals is getting larger. That doesn't mean
that the industry is pausing. We are just focusing
on acquisitions that we believe are best for us.

Arnau Weis Servat
M&A Manager 
Berlin Brands Group

I believe that acquiring is the 
easy step in the entire 
process. This is truly an 
operating game. Sellers need 
to identify who is a strong 
operator, as opposed to who 
brings the largest non-binding 
offer to the table. 

“

”
Arnau Weis Servat
M&A Manager, Berlin Brands Group

E-Commerce  | May 2022

Anything else you would like to comment on?
It's not an acquisition game, it's an operations
game. This aggregator and FBA space came with a
lot of hype but if we look at what happened in
FMCG [fast-moving consumer goods] in the
nineties or any other industry that has seen any
aggregation, there's always a gold rush. And then in
terms of roll up, there's always a little bit of
deception. I believe that acquiring is the easy step
in the entire process. This is truly an operating
game. Sellers need to identify who is a strong
operator, as opposed to who brings the largest
non-binding offer to the table.
companies



SELECT E-COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS

Enterprise EV / LTM
Date Target Acquirer Target Business Description Value (mm) Revenue EBITDA

03/14/22 Tapuya
Brands Pilot Wave Holdings Acquires native Amazon private label products to 

bolster into consumer-valued brands. - - -

03/11/22 MenoLabs Amyris 
(Nasdaq:AMRS)

Women’s health brand providing all-natural supplements 
to relieve menopause and perimenopause symptoms. CF CF CF

02/17/22 The Inside Havenly Manufactures direct-to-consumer home  
décor products. - - -

01/19/22 Morris 4x4 Center Ecommerce Brands Provides online retailing of automotive aftermarket parts 
and accessories. CF CF CF

01/19/22 FoxyBae Boosted 
Ecommerce Manufactures hair tools sold online. - - -

01/04/22 Fresh Heritage Branded E-
Commerce

Offers grooming and personal care products for men 
that are sold direct-to-consumer. - - -

12/21/21 Flywheel Commerce Olsam Provides e-commerce aggregation services to acquire, 
invest, and grow FBA businesses. - - -

12/15/21 Mattsafe GOJA Manufactures and sells a patented and reusable 
mattress protector. - - -

12/13/21 Lume Deodorant Harry’s Provides direct-to-consumer water-based deodorants. - - -

12/06/21 Fourwalls Curaytor Operates an online furniture store for home 
furnishing and interior design. - - -

12/03/21 Ouai
Haircare

Procter & Gamble 
(NYSE:PG)

Produces and distributes haircare products online. - - -

12/03/21 Shoe Station Shoe Carnival 
(NAS:SCVL)

Offers an online marketplace providing footwear. $67.0 - -

11/23/21 WellPath Boosted 
Ecommerce

Manufactures nutritional supplements and sells 
its products online. - - -

11/22/21 MedZone Suma Brands Provides online retailing of personal care and 
skincare products. - - -

11/16/21 WholesalePet.com Emerge Commerce 
(TSXV:ECOM)

Provides an online wholesale platform for pet products. $25.0 6.8x 8.9x

10/28/21 Birchbox FemTech Health Offers subscription-based beauty products. $45.0 - -

10/19/21 Hush Blankets Sleep Country 
(TSX:ZZZ)

Manufactures and provides direct-to-consumer 
weighted blankets, pillows, and sheets. $38.9 - 9.0x

10/14/21 Natura Market 
Ecommerce Freshii (TSX:FRII) Provides online retailing for health and 

wellness products. $9.6 0.6x -

09/17/21 Natures Craft Undisclosed E-commerce provider of branded, high quality vitamins 
and supplements. CF CF CF

09/02/21 Chubbies Solo DTC Brands Manufactures and sells shorts for men online. $109.8 - -

06/20/21 Coop Home 
Goods

Topspin Consumer 
Partners

Offers memory foam pillows, bedding and other related 
products though its website, marketplaces, and Amazon. CF CF CF

05/17/21 Wise Owl Outfitters Thrasio Provides branded camping hammocks and 
related accessories sold on Amazon and DTC. CF CF CF

Blue shade indicates Capstone-advised transaction; CF = confidential
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research
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Research Manager
cmcleod@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3319

Connor currently serves as Research Manager at Capstone Partners. Connor provides
M&A insights, capital markets analysis, and macroeconomic trends for C-suite middle
market executives. He specializes in the coverage of the Consumer and Healthcare
industries. Prior to joining the Research Team at Capstone, Connor was a specialist with
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Registered Securities Representative.
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University and is a Series 7, 63, and 79 Registered Securities Representative.
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(FAS) group. With more than 35 years of experience, he is a recognized expert at
providing financial and strategic solutions to companies in the Automotive, Energy,
Manufacturing, Real Estate, E-Commerce, DNB, DTC, Amazon, and Retail industries. He
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Vehicle Aftermarket Advisory Team
Contact Capstone Partners’ FBA Financial Advisory Specialists
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FBA Financial Advisory Overview and Capabilities

Select Transaction Advisory Engagements

ONGOING
TRANSACTION 

ADVISORY SERVICES & 
SELL-SIDE QUALITY OF 

EARNINGS

ECOMMERCE 
COMPANY

ONGOING
FINANCIAL ADVISORY 

SERVICES

D2C 
AGGREGATOR

ONGOING
TRANSACTION 

ADVISORY SERVICES & 
BUY-SIDE QUALITY OF 

EARNINGS 
(21 in 2021)

FBA 
AGGREGATORS

ECOMMERCE 
COMPANY

ONGOING
VALUATION & 

SHAREHOLDER DISPUTE

ONGOING
INTERIM CFO

ECOMMERCE 
COMPANY

As the FBA space has evolved and rapidly expanded, FBA companies and aggregators require more robust
service offerings. Capstone has responded to this market need, demonstrated by our FAS team’s deep
expertise in the space and its role as a trusted advisor to market participants. Over the past year, FAS’
engagements include 30 buy-side quality of earnings reviews, work with an aggregator to acquire an insolvent
aggregator, and extensive ongoing financial due diligence. To learn more about the FAS team’s capabilities and
knowledge in the FBA and Aggregator space, please reach out to Managing Director Sheldon Stone.

• Sell-side readiness

• Financial due diligence

• Operational due diligence

• Quality of earnings review

• Interim CEO, CFO, and COO support

• Financial modeling projects

• Public company readiness

• Collateral assurance & field exams

Core Service Offerings

• Staff with extensive “Big 4” experience and 
decades of prior work in business 
operations

• Custom, proprietary industry research

• Optimized to deliver service and value to 
middle-market clients

• Enterprise approach with leaders invested in 
your success

• Comprehensive range of financial advisory 
services for the complete business lifecycle

Choosing Capstone



ACTIVE CLIENT

CONFIDENTIAL

FBA E-COMMERCE 
BEDDING PRODUCTS 

COMPANY

HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

FIRM TRACK RECORD

Capstone has represented numerous companies in the Consumer E-Commerce sector, including various
transactions for both FBA concentrated brands and DTC companies. In addition, Capstone currently has
multiple active clients in the sector providing our banking team with real-time knowledge regarding market
interest and acquirer behavior. A sampling of Capstone’s closed and ongoing transactions are included below.
For more information about Capstone’s Consumer track record, visit here.
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HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HEALTH & WELLNESS 
AGGREGATOR

HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS RECAPITALIZED
WITH

HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

ACTIVE CLIENT

CONFIDENTIAL

FBA E-COMMERCE 
PET PRODUCTS 

COMPANY

ACTIVE CLIENT

CONFIDENTIAL

E-COMMERCE 
PROVIDER OF 

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

ACTIVE CLIENT
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Co m m on G o a ls .  U n common Re s u l t s .

Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

$65.1M
average 

transaction 
value

51
deals involving foreign             

private equity firms 

65%
completed with a 
European partner

218
M&A transactions

completed in 2020

30%
of our deals 
are cross-

border

$12.5B
aggregate 

transaction value

6th
globally ranked for 

deals under $500m

International

170+ professionals
12 offices

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York  Orange County ·
Philadelphia   Richmond · San 
Diego · Tampa 

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central 
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

United States

capstonepartners.com


